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MEMORANDUM ON THE PRODUCTI ON OF 94 AND THE PRODUCTION 

OF PO~ffiR BY MEANS OF THE FAST NEUTRON REACTION. 

Turner suggested early in 1940 that a chain reaction can be maintained 
in 

in a syste::n composed of uranium and a slowing down element j wnich uranium 238 

would be burned rather than U235. He pointed out that element 94 can be 

expected to show fission with thermal neutrons,• and if more than two neutrons 

are emitted in this fission process one of these neutrons can carry on the 

chain while another neutron is absorbed by 238 at resonance and generateBXJ 

an atom of element 94. If the number of neutrons emitted in the fission 

process of the 94 is large enough and the absorptiDn of the slowing down 

element low enough, then if we start with a system which contains only 

U238, •• a slowing down element, and a certain quantity of 94, we may 

in the course of the reaction increase the amount of element 94 peesent 

while the amount of U238 decreases. We may thus not only produce power 

from 238 in a chain reaction in which 94 is ' ~~ 
increase the amount of 94 avail ahle. ~t is difficult to carry o 'hib~ ~L'f/l/~!7~ 

""' 9 . '- /J ,.; I 
idea if the mnnber of neutrons emitted for fission of 94 is a bou t- . sf. If. ~ lu 

1 

or smaller, since there is absorption in the element used for slo~, " 
' ~ 

down neutrons and in addition leakage of neutrons across the bounda;y'-0£' \7\ / ' 

the chain re acting mass. Perhaps if one used heavy water as a slowing 

medium and if there should be a large contribution to the chain reaction 
from the n-2n reaction 
caused by fission neutrons in deuterium, some such scheme could be made to 

work. 

We can be confident however that power could be produced from U238 

and 94 could be produced in large quantities inder favorable conditions , 

{f we set up a chain reaction in a mass of U metal, for instance, in a 

pile of 2 x 2 x 2 meters, weighing about 160 tons (a considerably smaller 
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quantity will most probably be sufficient) and have in the center of 

this pile in place of ordinary U a mixture of U and U235, or element 94. 

60 kg. of94 could for instance be dispersed in the U within a sphere of 

about 60 cm.diameter, in the center of the pile. We may expect that such 

a unit will be chain reacting. The neutrons emitted from the fission of 

94 will cause fission in the 238 which forms the bulk of ordinary U, and 

t hese fast neu t rans originating from 238 will cause again fission in 238 

so that we have a second and third, etd. generations. These neutrons vmich 

originate from 238 increase the number of neutrons which are liberated per 

fission of 49 and we ma.y expect the total number of neutrons liberated per 

fission of 94 to be larger than 3. One of these neutrons will be used to 
~\~ 

carry on the chain reaction ~ the residue of more than 2 neutrons will 
~ 

be absorbed by U238 and ~ element 94. In the absence of a slowing down 

element there is no loss due to absorption and in the arrangement just 

described there is no leakage. Leakage can be ~aided because the whole 

chain reacting unit is sufficiently small to absorbe all neutrons with a 
~~~td'~~ 

tolerably small quantity of ordinary Uj~It may be pointed out that the 

amount of 94 originally needed may be less than 60 kg. and the possibility 

that the chain reaction can be maintained in ordinary U without any addition 

of 94 must by no means be 

the pile one might prefer to start 

by U 235. For instance, about 100 kg. 

of 60 em diameter in the center of the 

proceeds the U 235 would gradually 

by 94. 

Considerably smaller quantities of 94 or 235 would be sufficient 

to maintain the chain reaction if dispersed within a smaller volume than 

propose? above. Such arrangements would however not be useful for our purpose. 
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In order to produce power and 94 considerations of heat transfer have to 

be kept in mind. 

The chain reacting unit of this design can be efficiently cooled 

by a liquid metal, by bismuth. ~ or lead, or a bismuth8lead alloy which flows 

through thin steel pipes, for instance, in a vertical direction through the 

pile. A pile of this size can dissipate 1, 000,000 kw and produce 1 kg of 

94/day in excess of the amount of 94 which is used up. 

Though the chain reaction which takes place in such a pile is carried 

on by fast neutrons, the control of the pile offers no difficulty. From 

the very begim1ing of this work, March, 1939, it has been realized that 

the delayed neutron emission, though rather small, will be the determining 

factor with respect to the time within which the controls have to respond. 

I 
~ 
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YEUORANDms Oll THE PRODUC'l' ! OM OF 94 AND THE PRODUCTIO 

OP POWER BY UEABS OF THE FAST NEUTRON REACTION. 

Turner SUJgosted early in 1940 that a chain reaction can be maintained 
in 

in a system composed of uranium and a slowin& down elemerJ"t1 wnich uraniUI:l 238 

wot.lci be burned rather than lJ235. He pointed out that element 94 can be 

expeotad to show fission with thermal neutrons, and if' moro than two neutrona 

are emitted in this fission proceBS one of these neutrons can carry on the 

chain while another neutron is absorbed by 238 at resonance and generatea&J 

an atom of element 94. If the number of neutrons emitt~d in the fission 

process of' the 94 is large enough and the absorpt ion of the slo\Ying down 

eloment low enough, then if ~e start with a syste!1l 111h1ch contains only 

U238, ~ a slowing down alement, and a certain quantity of 94, we may 

in the course of the reaction increase the awunt o£ eletnent 94 peesent 

while the arJount of U238 decreases. '\Te may thus not only produce power 

from 238 in a chain reaction in which 94 is undergoing fission, but also 

increase tho amount of 94 avaihb~ is difficult to carry out this 

idea i.f the number of neutrons emitted for fission of 94 1& about 2. '5 

or smaller, since t.~ere is absorption in the element used for slowin& 

down neutrons and in addition leakage or neutrons across the boundary of 

the chain reacting .•. ass. Perhaps if one used heavy water e.s a slowing 

medium and if' there should be a large contribution to the chain reaction 
from the n-2n reaction 
caused by fission neutrons in deuterium, some such achewe could be ma,d.e to 

1'10rk. 

We can be confident however that power could be produced from U238 

and 94 could be produced in large quantities tnder favorable ,conditiona
1 

tf we set up a chain reaction in a mass of U etal, for instance, in a 

pile of 2 x 2 x 2 meters, weighing about 160 tons (a considerably amallor 
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quantity will most probably be sufficient) and have 1n the center of 

this pile in place of ordinary U a mixture of U and 0236. or ele~ent 94. 

60 kg . of94 could for instance be dispersed in the U within a sphere ot 

about 60 om.diameter, in the center or the pile: We may expect that such 

a unit wHl be chain reacting. The neutrons emitted from the fission of 

94 will cause. fission in the 238 which forms the bulk of ordinal"'/ u. and 

t 11ese fast. neu rons originating from 238 will cause again fission in 238 

so that we have a second and third, etd. generations. These neutrons which 

or1&inate rrom 238 increase tile number of neutrons which are liberated per 

fission of 49 and we r~y expect the total number of neutrons liberated per 

fission or 94 to be largtlr than S. Ono of these neutrons will be used to 
~ 

carry on the chain reaction ~· the residue ot more than 2 neutrons ~11 

be absorbed by U238 anu ~ement 94 . In the absenc$ of a slowing down 

element there ifl no loss due to abso:~;pti. on and in the arrangement just 

described there is no 1 akage. Le kage can be avoided because the whole 

chain reacting unit is sufficiently small to absorbe all n~~r~s with a 
~~ ~ ---~--.e_~ 

tolerably small quantity of ordinary~~ may be pointed out that tho 

amount or 94 originally needed may be less than 60 kg. and the possibilit,y 

that tho chain reaction cun bo maintained in ordinary U without any addition 

of 94 1ust bp no means be negleoted~stead of using 94 in the center of 

the r ile one might prefer to start the reaction by using ordinar,y U enrighed 

by U 235. For instance, about 100 kg. of 235 could be dispersed in a sphere 

of 60 om d-:i 8Uleter in the center of the pile. flaturally as the reaction 

proceeds the U 235 would gradually dis,ppear and its plaoe would be taken 

by 94. 

Considerably smaller quantities of 94 or 235 would be sufficient 

to maintain the chain reaction if dispersed within e. smaller volume than 

proposed above . Such arrangements would however not be useful for our purpose . 
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In order to produce power and 94 considerations o£ heat tranafer have t o 

be kept in a..dnd. 

The chain reaoti~ unit of this desi~n oen be efficiently cooled 

b,y a liquid metal~ by bismuth or lead, or a bismu~~-lead alloy which £lows 

through ~1in steel pipes, for instance, in a vertical direction througP the 

pile . A pile of this size can di ssipate 1~000,000 kw and produce 1 kg o~ 

94/day in excess o£ the amount of 94 which is used up. 

Though the chao 1·eaction which takas place in such a ~ile is carried 

on by fast neutrons, the c wtrol o£ the pile offers no di.fficul ty. From 

the very begim1ing of this work, . arch, 1959~ it has been realized that 

the delayed neutron emission, though rather small, will be the determining 

factor with resp ot to the time within which the controls have to respond. 

'' /1 ' 

) 
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reaction can be maintained 
in 

in a syste1n composed of uraniU!\_1and a slowing down element, which uranium 238 

would be burned r·atht~r than lJ235. He pointed out that element 94 can be 

exrected to show i'ission with thermal neutrons, and if more than two neutrons 

are emitted in this fission process one of thesu neutrons can carry on the 

chain while another neutron is absorbed by 238 at resonance and generate•~ 

an atom of element S4 . If the number of neutrons emitt0d in the fission 

process of the 94 is large ·enough and the absorption of the slowing down 

element low enough, then if '\YO start with a system which contains only 

U238, ~ a slowing down element, and a certain quantity of 94, we may 

in the course of the reaction increase the amunt of element 94 peesent 

while the amount oi' U238 decreases . We r11ay thus not only produce .ower 

from 238 in a chain reaction in which 94 is undergoing fission. but also 

increase the amount of 94 avail 1b~ is difficult to carry out this 

idea if the number of' neutrons emitted for fission of 94 is about 2. 5 

or smaller, since there is absorption in 

down neutrons and in addition leakage of 

the chain resoting mass. 

medium and if there should be a large 
from the n-2n reaction 
caused by fission neutrons 

work. 

slowing 

of 

ing 

ction 
I 

We oan be confident however that power could be produced from U238 

and 94 could be produced in large quantities *nder favorable conditions , 

tf we set up e chain reaction in a mass of U etal, for instano~, in a 

pile of 2 x 2 -< 2 meters, weighing about 160 tons (a considerably smaller 
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quantity will most pro in the center of 

titis pile in place 94. 

a unit will be chain reacting . The neutrons emitted from the fission of 

94 will cause fission in the 238 which forms the bulk of ordinary U, and 

t hese fast neu lrons originating from 238 will cause again fission in 238 

so that we have a second and third, eta. generations. These neutrons which 

originate from 238 increase the number of neutrons which are liberated per 

fission of 49 and we may expect the total number of neutrons lib~rated per 

fission of 94 to be larger than 3 . One of these neutrons will be used t o 
~ 

carry on the chain reaction wfteft.& the residue o.f more than 2 neutrons will 
~ 

be absorbed by U238 ana £!.rem element 94 . In the absence of a slowing down 

element there is no loss due to absorption and in the arrangement just 

described there is no leakage . Le· kage can be .. aided because the whole 

chain reacting unit is sufficiently small to absorbe all neutrons with a 
~~~~~~~ 

tolerably small quantity of ordinary uj _j It may be pointed out that the 

amount of 94 originally needed may be less than 60 kg . and the possibility 

that the chain reaction can be maintained in ordinary U without any addition 

of 94 1ust bp no means be neglecte~ Irnstead of using 94 in the center of 

the pile one might prefer to start the reaction by using ordinary U enrighed 

by U 235 . For instance, about 100 kg . of 235 

or 60 em di ~eter in the center of the pile . 

proceeds the U 235 would gradually dispppear and 

by 94 . 

Considerably smaller quantities of 94 or 

to maintain the chain reaction if dispersed within a smaller volume than 

proposed above. Such arrangements would however not be useful for our purpose . 
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be kept in mind. !: i ri • '0 
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The chain reacti~_c_ · ijt. of -·~11$ ~sit;n can be efficiently cooled 
' .......... 
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through thin steel pipes ~ for instance, in a v~rtical direction through the 
l • 

pile. A pile of this size can di ssipate 1,000~000 kw and produce 1 kg of 

94/day in excess of the amount of 94, which is used up. 

Though the ehaia reaction which takes place in such a pile is carried 

on by fast neutrons, the control of the pile offers no difficulty . From 

the very beginning of this work, March,. 1939,. it has been realized that 

the delayed neut~on emission, though rather small, will be the determining 

factor with respect to the time within which the controls have to respond. 



RE.\1ARKS TO MEMORANDUM OF JANUARY 8, 1943 

L. Szilard 
January 24, 1943 

A somewhat smaller amount of 94 or 235 may be sufficient to 

have a chain reaction in enriched uranitun if a small amount of hydrogen 

is used for slowing down the neutrons. About one-half atom of hydrogen 

per atom of uranium may be a suitable quantity. The addition of such an 

amo11nt of hydrogen would not interfere too much with the fast neutron 

fission in 238, and yet, would be sufficient to slow down a considerable 

fraction of the neutrons to t he thermal region, where they would be 

absorbed predominantly by 235 or 94 contained in the enriched uranium. 

In this respect, hydrogen is unique among the slowing down elements, 
its cross section 

since/changes by about a factor of 6 when the ene rgy of the neutrons 

goes below 100,000 volt, so that a given concentration of hydrogen slows 

down comparatively little above the fission threshold of U238, and slows 
~/' 

down a lot in the region below 100,000 volt, ~radiative capture in 

U238 becomes particularly large. Hydrogen could be used in the form of 

water or diphenyl, and could be flown through pipes serving the double 

purpose of cooling and slowing down. 
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We can write the critical condition for a fast neutron chain 

reaction in ordinary uraniurr. as follows: 

* (1) ~ _7/"'j'*t- r:-
a-:""" o-~ 'I + >7 

- 'll<- o/ "~~- -; ) l z/ > a.r a;- ,_a;. 

Or neglecting fission in 235 (y = 0) we can write 

(2) 

I 

In this equation, y tells us what fraction of those fission 

neutrons which have been slowed down below the threshold of U238, will 

• cause fission in 235; q , is the fraction of the fission neutrons which 

have at the time of their emission, energies above the threshold of 238. 

~~ and ~~ signify the average fission cross section of U238 for those 

of the fission neutrons which have an energy above the threshold of 238. 

Thus,J~.~~means the average fission cross section in 238 for all fission 

neutrons. ~* is the number of neutrons emitted by 238 fission caused 

by fission neutrons. The same letters without the stars will be used 

for the corresponding values for neutrons from Ra-Be sources. 

An experiment performed with Ra-Be neutrons op a uranium sphere 

of 10 em diameter, showed that a Ra-Be source in the center of the sphere 

increased the total number of neutrons by a factor of about 1 . 15. The same 
~~:~ 

sphere caused a reduction of the fast fission count in a fission chamber 
T4~P/~,--~ I _ ( / ·11"- 1) -{f.:-

1 
"'Jl 

by a factor of .675. YAssuming -z/ = 2.5, we may say that 0.25 fission neutrons 

have been created while 0.9 of the original Ra-Be neutrons survive, but a 

certain fraction of these has been slowed down below the threshold of 238. 

*'" -1-If we neglect the fact that we have J r; f./ f, and also 

disregard that a fraction of the 0.15 excess neutrons created by the 

uranium sphere is also slowed down by the uranium sphere, we may write 

for the fraction of the surviving Ra-Be neutrons which have been slowed 
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down below the threshold of 238: 

= . ~70 

We may conclude that if all the Ra-Be neutrons which survived 

and were originally capable of causing fission in 238 had been slowed 

down in a larger mas s o~ uranium, we would have obtained in the first 

generation 
......-v o. ¥7o 

fission neutrons. 

We may therefore write 

(3) ~- ¢7 
o/ 

..eP EliviEiift~ lio • a 11± th No. 3. and put Ling =v .,_ 

we obtain 
/ 

(4) <?./ 

* If we now assume that OJ ~ Uj ; and 

-:\ J7 .. 7i 
\ {) 9'~ / / I ' 

( J• ( 7 '). "' 
further assume , j 

that 4/5 of the fission neutrons are at birth above 
\ ()I l.t""J 

the threshold of \ 

238, ru1d 2/3 of the Ra-Be neutrons are at birth above the threshold of 

238, . * ~.e.: q 

(5) 

4 
= 5, 

2 
q =-

3 
then we obtain from (4) 

/.fJ 

This means that the chain reaction would go with fast neutrons 

in 238, for instance, for the following set of values: 

r;; .,. .:< . 7' (/~ /. ..<. s; o-- - (/~ 
C), 7 

n '/ y~ 

:J..f on the other hand, we assume /== A then, we obtain: 

! 
I 

u;--~ ~ r3 
v .. /,J. 
,r 
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and this means that the chain reaction would go for the following set 

of values: 
cr .:2.7 

)? -=- /. 7 = 0.7 

for -,/-=~ we.se iseciM: 

~ /~ ~ cr/ ..,.... q-
» 

-:: / . ..s-7 
0-.1, 

i-
o-~ 

/ ;n 

which is consistent with the following set of values: 

o-* 
/ 

0. 1 
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We can write the critical cond~tion for a fast neutron 

reaction in ordinary uranium as follo s; ~ 
~~ ~ 

cr.*! <r ... .,;..,: t '1. + (- ~ (T_ ~ l ~ t n / r ~/ t' -

(1) 

Or neglecting fission in 235 (y • 0) we oan write 

(2) a; + ~l'-

In this equation, y tells us what fraction of those fission 

neutrons which have been slowed down below the threshold of U238. will 

• cause fission in 235; q , is the fraction of the fission neutrons which 

have at the time or ~ir emission, energies above the threshold of 238. 
~ tr~ 
)' and ~ signify the average fission cross section of U238 for those 

of the fission neutrons which have an energy above the threshold of 238. 
.. .. 

Thus, ~ j1 means the average fission cross section in 238 for all fission 

neutrons. ~. is the number of neutrons emitted by 238 fission caused 

by fission neutrons . The same letters without the stars will be used 

for the corresponding values for neutrons from Ra-Be sources. 

An experiment performed with Ra-~e neutrons on a uranium sphere 

of 10 em diameter, showed that a Ra-Be source in the center of the sphere 

increased the total number of neutrons by a factor of about 1.15. The same 

sphere caused a reduction of the fast fission count in a fission oh~ber 

-

by a factor of . 675. Assuming ~ • 2.5, we mays~ that 0.25 fission neutrons 

have been created while 0 . 9 of the original Ra-Be neutrons survive, but a 

certain fraction of these has been slowed down below the threshold of 238 . 
v. * . er Ir we neglect the fact that we have J ~ 'i .../ I and 

/-~-
disregard that a fraction of the 0 . 16 excess neutrons created by the 

uranium sphere is also slowed down by the uranium sphere, we may write 

for the fraction of the surviving Ra-Be neutrons which have been slowed 
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down below the threshold of 2~8: 

e nay conclude that it all the Ba-Be neutrons which survived 

and were originally capable of causing fission in 238 had been slowed 

down in a larger mass of uranium, we would have obtained in the first 

generation 
0 - ..l .s-

fission neutrons. 

e may therefore write 

(3) .,L7 - <Tj_ J-z) () . = 
u; -r a:, 

or d 2 with No . 3, and putt iri~ -J~ ;/* 

we obtain ...z . / 

(4) 

If we now assume tha ; and further assume 

that 4/5 of the are at birth above the threshold 0 f 

238, and 2/3 of the are at birth above the threshold of 
4 

238, i.e.a q • b'. - then we obtain from (4) 

(5) 

I 
"lh;' 

, 

7l if on the other hand, we assume then, we obtai~: 
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of values: 

for 

which is set ofvalues: 



JW,tORANDUJl 

February 4, 1943 
L. S~ilard 

Introduction: Is This a P5fsicist's War? 

Although it may sound surprising, it is nevertheless a fact that 

the government has so far not enlisted th /collaboration of the vast 

majority of scientists in this country. This could be a physicist ' s 

war, but it is not. It is quite true that practically every good 

· physicist is employed on some government sponsored project; he ia 

spending full time on the particular problem which has been assigned to 

him, and one may ask, if this is so, what more could be done? 
~-

Let us examine this in relation to th~submarine warfare, where 

it is common knowledge that only a few percent of the U boats detected 

are actually sunk. No doubt a number of good physicists are employed on 

projects . and have been given the task of finding a remedy against this 

~f:..' c....-
eTil along some asubeau~ic line . Manifestly, in the two years during 

Which the physicists were almost fully mobilized, no solution was found 

and put into practice. 

We know of a large number of physicists whose past recorda show 

imagination, foresight and balanced judgment, who could be exceedingly 

valuable in this connection, and whose collaboration could be enlisted, 

if they were properly approached. Practically all of these men are en-

gaged in some defense work, but no men of imagination, particularly not 

those who possess an inventive mind, can work for years, 24 hours a day, 

on the same problem. They need spiritual recreation; whether it is a 

game of chess in the evening or week-ends, or whether it is playing around 

with problems other than those with which their attention is occupied 8 

hours a day . I have often heard some of them discuss, in a di l ettantish 



I 
I 

f 
sort of waY, what could be done about the submarine menace. Occa1ionally 

one or the o~r developed ideas which sounded interesting, but all these 

diseussions were ba~Jed on profound ignorance of the elementary tao·ts 

wh.ich.·nre in,volved. 
ii 

How To Deal ;With The Situation 

tw .order to use these men it would be first ot all necessary to 
I 

tranami t 'fio·,them in the term of a booklet or otherwise, all the basic ' j 
informatfo~ ~hich is not secret; such as, the speed or German submarines, 

I 
the dep,hs to'. which they can dive, the methods of detection which have 

/, I, 

been used in the last war, oto. This information should be placed into 

the hands or every physicist who is working on a government project not 

connected with anti-submarine warfare. A smaller number of men, those 

who are particularly inclined to think about these problems, should be 

given further restricted information, particularly, full information 

about what is known about the German submarines and also a complete 

description or all the proposed solutions which have been rejected as 

impractical by the government or which are at present not pushed with 

high priority. 

Balanced Judgment Rather than Hew Invention Heeded 

It can by no means be ruled out that a basically new idea may 

be the answer to the submarine warfare problem. It 1, much more . likely, 

however, that some of the old proposals which had been judged tMpractical 

can be made to work. For this reason the collaboration with the physicists 

cannot take the form of giving them the basic information and inviting 

them to submit new ideas to the government. What is rather needed is that 

the physicists should be fully acquainted with the facts and should oon-

stantly discuss old and new ideas. We may hope that some of these men 



will gradually cOl'lle to feel that they could make this or that method wort_ 

and will express the desire of baing given the responsibilit,y of trying to 

work out the solution along one line or another. It ia the faith that 

one oan make a specific idea work and the determination to make 1 t work 

which is the prerequisite of success. and if the physicists were approached 

in this spirit. appealing to their good judgJU.ent as much aa to their in• 

ventiveneas, 'results could. in my opinion, be expected. 

Few of our outstanding inventive minds were engaged in thinking 

about war applications before October 1940. Few of them are thinking about 

the submarine warfare at present. · All of them would be glad to think about 

it and some of them might be willing and eager to drop their present work 

as soon as they see a solution in which they have faith. Playing about 

with these ideas would not divert any one of them from their ain work 

to which they are at present assigned. In the beginning. it would be 

rather a refreshing side-line activity, later one or -the other may get 

deeply involved in some particular t¥Pe of solution. in which case. he 

may de~ide to work on the submarine problem and ask to be relieved from 

his present assignment. 

to keep their interest 

approached in the right spirit, 

the administration. The primary aim of 

not be to obtain from the scientists suggestions based on ba 

principles. Though there is.~.a finite possibility- that'" so~nt ··---
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bring the solution. it is much more likely that the 

type scientists will be ot 

nature . If the old n put forward and the solutions 

which have been tried it 

careful study, one of 

o.iober. o.r th.a "aolut.w...~-

~ a man whoso past record ahowa succeoo has faith in a particular way 

of approaching this problem. and is willing to take the responsibility 
I 

of tackling the problem. he oueht to be iven such facilities as he 

ne ds and be allOYed to try his luc·k. More important than a new idea 

is the bility of selecting fr~ the many ideas which are put forward 

the one which can be made to work. This task of selection cannot be 

the 1rork of a few officials in a professional sort of way. Only a :man 

who studies ono idea carefully for a lon time~ and who makes a number 

of accessory inv ntions. can arrive at a balanced judgment as to the 
( 

feasibility of a given method. To have a division of labor of the sort 

that one man says "this is fe sible". and another man is asked to make 

a success of it, and to live up to the promise which was made by someboqy 

else. is hardly the way to solve a problem in a field where so many things 

have been tried and so many things have failed. 

Nothing suggested here would take any physicist away from his 

aseigned task until such time as he himself feels that he w~uld be more 

useful in a new assignment. 

Ken of inventive minds need some Qpl\1 ! 71Saa.la recreation. To think 

about anti- submarine warfare on the basis of factual information is as 

good a recreation as chess. and certainly a much better recreation than to 

think about submarine warfare in the absence of sufficient information. 



MEMORANDUM ON THE PRODUCTION OF ELEMEt~ 94239 

FR<Ja u2S8 
) 

L. Szilard 
March 25., 1943 

The possibility of burning u238 in the chain reaction by way of its 

oonTersion into element 94239 was first mentioned by Turner in the spring of 

1940. Turner thought t hat if uranium enriched in u235 were used in a chain 

reacting system in which the neutrons are slewed down by •ater the transforma

tion of u238 into element 94239 might compensate for the loaa of u2S5 through 

fiasion and the chain reaction might be kept going in the long run esaentially 

burning u2ss. 

It appears doubtful whether the number of neutrons emitted in the 

fission of element 94. will be sufficient to permit the use of Turner's idea 

i~ ita original form fer the production of element 94 from u238 after the 

initial quantity of u235 is exhausted. The purpoae of the present memorandum 

is to propose a method for producing 94 from u238 which is based on a fast 

neutron chain reaction in uranium that is either enriched in u235 or enriched 

by the addition of a certain quantity of 94239 to the point at which we 

have a composition that is capa~le of maintaining a chain reaction without 

the uae of slo~ng down agents. 

Such a fast neutron chain reaction can be stabilized almost as con-

veniently as a chain reaction in a graphite-uranium system. One way of sta-

bilizing t he chain reaction is to make use of the fact that liquid alloy of 

bimnuth and lead for instance if introduced in sufficient amounts into the 

ohai~oting units will slow down by inelaatio collisions a traction of the 
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neutrons below the fission threshhold of u2SS. The attached figurea 4A and 

4B illustrate such a control aystea which consists of a number of communicat

ing tubes going vertically through the chain reacting unit which are con

nected by means of one or more electro-dynamic pumps to tanks outsi de the 

chain reacting unit. By raising or lowering the l evel of the biamuth-lead 

alloy within the chain reacting unit the multiplication factor of the unit 

can be changed. A similar system of control in case of the uranium carbon 

system has been previously described in connection with a bismuth cooled 

power unit. 

'£he time ol' response of the control is fortunat-ely independent of 

the life time between two suooesaive generations of instantaneously emitted 

neutrons and is determined solely by the delayed neutron emission as long 

as We remain close to tho critical conditions of the chain reaoting unit. 

Thia dominant role of the delayed neutron emission with respect to the time 

within Which the controls have to respond had been recognized since the very 

first beginnings of our work and was responsible for the eon inued interest 

in the fast neutron reaction for purposes of power production. 

The chain reacting unit can be build in the fo~ of a lattice of 

uranium rods of about 1 em. diameter. One such rod is shown in Fig. 1 and 

the lattice structure i& indicated in Fig. 2. 12 , 13, and 14 in Fig. 3A 

show how these uranium rods are mounted in the chain reacting unit. Figs . 

3A and 3B show the chain reacting unit. Helium at a high pressure or a 

biamuth-lead alloy can be used as a cooling agent and the flow of the cooling 

agent is indica~ed by arrows. in Fig. 3A. 

If uranium enriched in U235 or enriched by the addition of element 

94239 iajUaed and if the composition is so ohosen to have a multiplication 

factor in infinite system of about 1.1 the conditions are about aa f ollows: 
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Slightly above two neutrons are emitted in the fission process of 

u235 or 94. For every atom of . 94 which undergoes fission about i atom o£ 

u238 undergoes fission but fast neutron fission process which contributes 

on the average about one neutron. In these circumstances about three neutrons 

are liberated for one atom of u235 or 94 which disappears. Of these three 

neutrons one neutron is required to carry on the chain and the two remaining 

neutrons are utilized 'Co f orm two atoms of 94 from u238. One of these two 

atoms just compensates for the loss of the or i ginal atom of U235 or 94 whioh 

underwent fission and the remaining atom of 94 can be considered aa net 

gai~. If the outer layers of the chain reacting unit are composed of 

natural uraniua 'Chere is praotiaally no loss of neutrons through leakage 

and 94 ~y be produced at the rate of about 1 kg . of 94 per day if tr~ 

chain reaction is maintained at a rate of 1.5 million KW. 



Memorandum - May 12, 1943 

A Radium-Beryllium source and a Radium-Boron source 

were compared by means of a fission chamber. The Radium

Beryillium source gave a larger number of fissions by a 

factor of 2.34. The same two sources compared in paraffin 

gave a ratio of the total number of neutrons of 2.21. 

This indicates that an average fission cross section of 

Radium-Beryllium neutrons is perhaps 6% higher than for 

Radium-Boron neutrons. 

The Radium- Beryllium source gave -about 13% increase 

whereas the Radium- Boron source gave about 7 % increase in 

the total number of neutrons when placed in the center of 

a Uranium Sphere. The same Uranium Sphere reduced the 

fission- count to 66% for Radium- Beryllium neutrons and to 

62.5% for Ra d ium Boron-neutrons. Takang into account the 

generation of neutrons amounting to 13 and 7 % respectively, 

the inelastic cross section for the two sources is approxi

mate ly the same. 

(There was 2 % less meat in the case of the boron source) 

The difference between 13 and 7 % must be mostly due to 

an n-2n reaction, since the average fission cross section 

is the same. 
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MEMORANmM 

L. Szilard 
July 21, 1943 

1. The approximation used in ~55 leads to for.mulae which make it possible to 

detennine the size of the uranium sphere and the ratio of uranium to carbon 

in the lattice for which the multiplication factors comes close to its 

ma:x::iJm.un value. The wclear constants which have been put in this 

fonnula in order to carry out the calculations are _'all explicitly given in 

A-55. However, no other constants given in A-55 enter into this calculatiollll 

particularly the value of the constant A does not in any way enter into 

these calculations. 

The fonnulae given in A-55 detennine as the most favorable size at room 

temperature a r~di us of slightly above ~ em at a density of 15 f!JJJ.S/ cm2 • 

0 
From 900 C the most favorable si ze comes out to be a radius of 8 em. 

Spheres of 8 em radius are not mentioned in A-55 except in eonjunction 

·with 900°0. 

The corresponding most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon can be calculated 

from formulae 33 (or 35) or fo~la 33a. Both formulae give the same results 

provided that the values put into fo~ae a relation to each other which is 

defined by other fonnulae given in the paper. 

The paper recommends eA~licitly for 5 cm radius, a weight ratio of uranium to 

EKDD graphite of 3 to 10. It does not make any recommendation for 8 em 

radius but the weight ratio for 8 em radius at 900°0 can be calculated by 

putting any of the two constantsvalues given on page 20 into fo~a.e 33, 

35, or 33a.. 
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-2- L. Szilard 
July 21, 1943 

2~1 The paper states explicitly that if the sizes and uranium to carbon ratios 

for which the multiplication factor becomes · a ma.ximum are used, then the multi-

plication factor will, in fact, be larger than l. The multiplication factor 

is estimated at room temperature on page 21 to be qbout 1.2 and this comes 

out as a product q_..l{ where the most probable value for q_ is taken as ;6 

and the most probable value for .)1. is taken as 2. The limits of error given 

"tor .)A are about lo% which arises from the limits of error given for p, and 

for n = 30 in Halban, Joliot and Kowarski' s paper, quoted on Page 17. 

Taking the most pessimistic value within t$se limits of error one would 

obtain for ft q, .6 x 1.8 = 108, for the multiplication factor. 

3. Both the value of){_ and the value of q were affected by the uncertainty of our 

knovd edge of the amount of resonance absorption. However, they were affected 

. in opposite ways. If the resonance absorption were larger as was assumed in 

the paper, q would be smaller and A would be larger and vice versa. It is 

my contention that the reason Why it was possible to state with some degree 

of assurance that the chain reacting would go vd th pure uranium in graphite 

if experimental conditions are used in the uranium-graphite system is the 

following: 

Experiments carried out on homogenous and heterogenous uranium-water 

systems showed that the multiplication factor can be brought rather close to 

l in such systems. If I remember it correctly, one can extrapolate from 

the experiments of Joliot quoted under 13 in A-55 .. t.hat the multiplication 

factor comes very close to l for the ratio of 6 hydrogen to 1 uranium atom. 

Without making any assmmptions about~ and using only constants which were 



-~ L. Srll~d 
J"ii.ly 21, 1943 

established, it was then possible to argue in the following way: It takEiJ in 

carbon, according to A.-55, 6.5 collisions to slow the neutrons dovm ...... ,apU"'* 

as much as 1 collision hydrogen vrould slow them down. For the scattering 

cross section of graphite the paper assumes 4.8 and admit s a possibility that 

the scattering cross section may be somewhat lower by a factor of 1.18 or 

about 4. In order to be on the safe side, we shall use in the following this 

more pessimistic value. The scattering cross section of hydrogen for reso-

nance neutrons times known to be 18. From these values it follows 

that if we replace 1 hydrogen atom by 29 carbon atoms we have a system in 

which the r esonance XkB absorption is about the same a s in the hydrogenous 

system. 6 hydrogen atoms thus correspond to 170 c~bon atoms. The the:rmal 

absorption of 170 carbon atoms, however, is for C'c :::: .005 about .86; 

whereas 6 hydrogen atoms have an absorption of about 1.8 which is considerably 

larger. DJE It follows that we can expect the chain reaction to go in a 

uranium-graphite system provided that we can demonstrate that for the most 
in 

favorable mixture the thenna.l neutron density in the graphite and/the 

uranium spheres is fairly unifonn. 
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27 Decemb e r HJ43 

A memorandum of a conference held at the Chicago Area 

Office, U. S. Engineers, on 3 December 19~3: 

Present: General Groves, Dr. Szilard, Captain Lavender 

and Lt. Colonel Metcalf. 

Szilard stated he desired to bring to the attention 

of the General personally the fact that he was willing 

to sign the ~ontract covering the assingment of patent 

rie;hts for a sum of .~15,416.60 which covered a salary to 

him of $333.30 a month for twenty months while he was 

v10rking on the Project at Columbia University without 

receiving any salary, expenses in carrying on such work, 

lawyers' fees and an item of ~~6,000.00 purportinr; to be 

an expense to him for settling a dispute between a Mr. 

Ada~ and himself, which dispute stood in the way of con

cluding the negotiations between Dr. Szilard and the 

Government. The copy of a :proposed letter from Dr. 

Szi lard to Captain Lavender, setting forth the above 

recited details, and a copy of a propo·sed letter in reply 

thereto from Captain Lavender to Dr. Szilard were shown 

to the General. 

Dr. Szilard then stated that he felt that he should 

be p laced back on the payroll of The University of 

c ::icago and be paid his salary from the first of January 

1S43 without regard to whether or not he did sign the 

-~-.-~ - - - .... ·.--- ·:proposed cor~tract of assignment of his patent rights. 

:? l £~' ;·.:; ;: ·-Dr. Szilard referred to his signing the contract under 

~ I . 

~:. ' ·-· : u , :duress and asked that the General answer the question as 

::; l ~o- i ~ ~··~to whether be would have Dr. Szilard put back on the pay-

2 ~i·,· -r--:···. rcll if Dr. Szilard refused to sign the contract. 

~-: /..~ ~=- ;~ : .. General Groves denied that any undue pressure has been 

';- :1 ;:_ ~~~·: Qr was being brought upon Dr. Szilard to sign the con-

'· lv ~·:· 1- ~ .. : tract and referred to the fact that whether Dr . Szilard 

··. :y\. ::·; : :.was employed by the University was a matter of free 

· : ·-, : ;: .: choice and free de cis ions by both Dr . Szilard and the 

·:: .. ~ i.': [.:~University. The General stated that in any negotiations 

' : ~ ~ .: !:; 0f employment there was always some 11 duress" and cited 

·. : ~?._: ~-s an example that if Sears, Roebuck and Company offered 

-· : ~; : 'l$J.im a million dollars a year as salary as its general ' 

· --·-~-.. ~-- -- - ---~-manager it certainly would be duress on him. After 

further general discussion of the situation, Dr. Szilard 

then stated that he withdrew the question and did not 

desire an answer to his question. 

This rlrwt !• ~ ~t·n t C"'- ;.~ ii1 :- inf\~ r:-·n. ·.,.ir \n :df ectlntt the: tinr. ~ 1l 

dt:fcn='t: ol· r:h e t :1 ..: d St;.\c\:.; ·.~· i~i,i :1 th , ~~ r~ni . ~ "r ~~~ 

F.spior:r'\;:c t\.·c L'. : C. .' . ·' .• nd .3~ l rs · n!m i ~fun 

or th~ r \· ~ L 1 inn r·.f :_ ("\.\:t tl.! r::: i any l.llilnner t un 

un:lUtuorl:: · pcr~on i .; pwblllltc' · y iaw. 
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27 December 1943 

A memorandum o:f a conference held at t he Chi car;o Area 

O:f:fice, U . S. Engineers, on 3 December 1943 (continued ) : 

Upon the return to the Metallurgical Laboratories , 

Dr. Szilard signed the contract in the presence of 

Captain Lavender and Lt. Colonel Metcalf . Dr . Szilard 

was particularly asked by Captain Lavender to read the 

notarial statement, which Dr . Szilard did and sicnified 

his understanding: o:f and agreement to the provislons of 

the notarial statement by words and the gesture o:f nod

ding his head. 
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O.B'.l!'JC~ OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

1530 P. Street, N. W. 

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
r,:ar ch 9' 194/+. 

TO: Dr. _ J. B.~__,/( 

FROM: · V. Bush /fry- ~ 

SU13JECT: Conference with Dr. Szilard, Earch 6, 1944. 

A.S a result of· my correspond ence, I had a long 
conference v:ith Dr. Szilard on t :onday, ~.::arch 6, \•Jhich 
lasted practically all day. He had prepared for the 
discussion by sone written me1nora nda in order to bring 
up matters explicitly, but did not leave these with me, 
as he stated at the outset that he had prepared them 
simply as a basis for conversation, and he vvished the 
conversation to be quite informal and frank~ 

He first mentioned the · matter of the patents, and 
I told him that I was very glad to have this matter all 
cleared up, and in fact cleared up in such a form that I 
understood he had received from the J~my a payment which 
approximately covered his expenses in the past, so that 
he was in the category with the rest of' ttle scientists who 
had freely contributed their full ideas to the government. 
He replied that· he felt that he had been under coercion 
to sign · tne agreement. I feel sure, however, that such 
is not the case, as we have a very complete record, in-. 
cludin::; letters of mine in which I made it very clear in
deed that he was entirely free to use his best .iudv,ment 
as to his procedure. He brought up the point that he had 
not been paid a back salary with Chicago until after the 
matter had been settled, and that this had been held out 
on .hj_m. I do not need to go into detail as to the 'Nay in 
which this was handled, as it vras contained in correspon
dence, but the fact is there were two questions up at the 
same time: first, his proper salary and status at Chicago, 
and the other hi..s invention, and both matters were settled 
at once, apparently quite amicably and certainly on a basis 
where he si gned an aGreement simply because after full con
sideration of all the factors involved he wished to sign it. 

Cf( },!ost of the day was taken up v1i th the broad question of 
· whether the present organization handling this subject is 

adequate and vvorks well. Dr. szilard raised a great many 
instances out of the past hj_story v1here he felt that mis
takes hud been made in handling the affairs. I pointed 

\ 
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